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Dates to Remember:
Tuesday Night's Men's 
Group will resume with our 
book  “Everybody Always” 
by Bob Goff April 2nd, 
starting at 7 PM @ Starbucks 
in Georgetown.

Women's Group starts a 
new study Tuesday, April 2nd 
@ 6:30 out at Journey 
Church. Not too late to join!

JSM will be having game 
night from 5-8pm on 
Sunday, April 7th

Interested in joining a small 
group? Ask Bobby, Bryan, or 
our Elders about J-Groups! 

We are in need of 
volunteers/teachers in our 
Kid Connect rooms. If you 
are interested, see Bryan!

Join us this weekend at 
Journey as we start our 
series
 “Build Strong ________”
Saturday @ 6 PM
Sunday @ 10:30 AM

PRAY FOR EASTER!

 

CONTACT INFO:
Journey Community 
Christian Church

1050 US 27 S STE 8 
Cynthiana KY 41031
859.235.8449

Journeychurchoffie
@gmail.com

Journeychurchsite.org

Bobby's Blogspot

< Back to Website

          
               

                     

Going Nowhere
It’s Friday in the office. I packed a gym bag when I left the house this morning. In a few minutes I 
am going to the YMCA and putting work to bed for the day. A lot of people hate running on a 
treadmill. There is no trophy at the end of the run, or spectators cheering from sidelines, for 
sure. It is just step after step after step until you complete whatever distance you chose. 

Running for exercise is not a new thing in my life. When I was drafted into the Army, I began 
running in boot camp and really haven’t 
stopped since. Before you start quoting 
lines from Forest Gump, let me explain why 
I think a consistent cardio routine of some
kind is a wise decision for everyone. 

Sooner or later, everyone I know seems to 
experience some level of stress-related 
health issues.I grant you, not everyone 
is built to run long distances for years and years. 
However, everyone should try to maintain 
some level of exercise that helps them 
perform their best at whatever age they’re at. 
In the Bible (Joshua 14:10-11) when Caleb said 
“bring it on” at eighty-five years old, 
his confidence did not come from 
sitting in an easy chair forty hours a week. 
Clearly, all his life he had been active. When God 
tapped him to step up for a new adventure, 
he was primed and ready to go. 

Staying mentally and physically in shape is good for everyone, all the time. New opportunities 
may be afforded. Holistic health involves all elements. The Bible says in 1st Timothy 4:8 that 
physical exercise has value but spiritual exercise has even more. Sometimes when we’re unable 
to stay disciplined in physical exercise, we are also challenged in the spiritual disciplines. 

Maybe the thinking is the same in both arenas – that our prayers, church attendance, and 
volunteering is going nowhere; like time spent running in place on a treadmill. But is it? Is it 
really a waste of time? Your medical doctor and your pastor may have a different view on the 
value these exercises add to our lives. Just saying. 

Maybe our commitment to a Sunday gathering with other Jesus-followers is really one of the 
best things we can ever do. Even repetitive and boring practices like jogging on a treadmill can 
actually improve your quality of life. Gathering with others for regular worship can develop 
character and strength for the challenging seasons of life, too. 

To reach goals and really get the most out of life takes a map and a plan. Maybe we should all 
periodically rethink our exercise, diet, and worship habits. The treadmill isn’t the only way to get 
in some regular cardio; get a life coach who will be honest and helpful. Maybe begin to read the 
Bible again more consistently. Just saying.


